
Good Morning.



Recognizing when 
you Plateau.



When you’re running on E.



Have you Plateaued?
•Reaching a period or state of little or 
no growth and you begin to decline:
•You stop increasing or progressing;
•You remain at a stable level of achievement 
for  an extended period of time.
•You have leveled off, and cease to grow.
•You have maxed your potential.  (This is it).



The question is:



We’re not designed to stop growing or to 
plateau.

•WHEN GOD WANTS US 
TO GROW, HE MAKES 
US UNCOMFORTABLE.



What does healthy growth look like?

Something that you produce that benefits no one.  
People tolerate it and learn to live with it.



There are things and people that can drain you 
and cause you to lose momentum and tank out.

•Luke 8:46 Jesus said, "Somebody touched 
Me, for I perceived power going out from 
Me."
•…for much virtue has gone out from me.

•…I felt power discharging from me… 



When you’re running on E.



Spiritually drained saints.
•Spiritually drained saints when running on E are not 

as potent as they need to be when they need to be. 
•Saints who are running on E have given until 

nothing is left and they are drained of all resources. 
•They have reached the point of exhaustion and lack 

the ability, strength, and resources to produce 
anything that brings satisfaction or fruitfulness to 
themselves and others.



Personal Signs of spiritually drained /empty 
saints.
• Lack of joyful anticipation participating in the work of the 

ministry.  (Always thinking about doing something else.)  
aka (Playing for another team).
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•Lack of freshness in personal prayer and 
worship.
•Quickly irritated with little things.
•Negative comments and negative attitude 
about everything.



•Lack of motivation or desire to do the basic 
things, apathy.
•Weariness (in well doing).
•Bewildered, disheartened and 
demoralized: An empty spirit is knowing 
something is wrong, but not knowing what 
that “something” is.



The Empty Spirit Syndrome

• 2 Corinthians 4:8-9 As it is, there's not much chance of that. You 
know for yourselves that we're not much to look at. We've been 
surrounded and battered by troubles, but we're not demoralized; 
we're not sure what to do, but we know that God knows what to 
do; we've been spiritually terrorized, but God hasn't left our side; 
we've been thrown down, but we haven't broken.

• This is Paul’s description of ministry, contrasting human 
helplessness on one hand and divine enablement on the other. In 
the Greek, “on every side” indicates in every aspect, inward and 
outward pressures, surrounded with no way out but God!



An Empty Spirit

• Overloaded: An empty spirit is carrying a heavy load with a 
weak spirit.
• Overtaxed: An empty spirit is feeling fatigue without a way 

to re-energize.
• Overextended: An empty spirit is overextended without 

knowing how to draw new lines.  (How to stop the 
bleeding.)
• Overburdened: An empty spirit is overburdened without 

the grace to cover the burdens.  (You’re on your own).



The Empty Spirit Syndrome
•Overworked: An empty spirit is overworked without 

knowing which pieces to take away.
•Overwhelmed An empty spirit is isolating problems, 

only to find they are growing faster and bigger.
•Overcommitted: An empty spirit is feeling you must 

solve the world’s problems but you can’t even solve 
today’s problems.  (Family, children, your own.)



WE NEED 

•A surplus anointing is having more than is required, 
over and above what is needed, having more than 
sufficient resources, spilling over the top, beyond 
expectations.
•A surplus anointing is having a divine enablement 

that goes beyond your own capacity, beyond your 
own strength, and beyond your own vision of the 
future. It is a transfer of authority, power and honor. 
To break the power of spiritual bondages.



•A surplus anointing is having a fresh touch of the 
power and influence of the Holy Spirit that totally 
permeates and saturates who you are, what you say 
and what you would do in service to the Lord.
•A surplus anointing is having the dynamic in action, 

the strength and might to take dominion over the 
enemy, to exercise the authority of Christ, to 
establish God’s rules and build Christ’s church. 



GOD WANTS TO 

• Plateaued: a period of little or no change following a period of activity or 
progress; a season in which little headway is made; a phase of 
stagnation; a state of minimal growth or change; a stage in which no 
progress is apparent.

• Isaiah 54:1-3 “Sing, O barren, You who have not borne! Break forth into 
singing, and cry aloud, you who have not labored with child! For more 
are the children of the desolate than the children of the married 
woman,” says the Lord. “Enlarge the place of your tent, and let them 
stretch out the curtains of your dwellings; Do not spare; Lengthen your 
cords, and strengthen your stakes. For you shall expand to the right and 
to the left, and your descendants will inherit the nations, and make the 
desolate cities inhabited.



• Break up your fallow ground.
• Stir up your gift not strife.
• Fulfill your neglected vows
• Repair the breaches.
• Repent



Questions to ask yourself about growth.

•Are you still developing your vision?
•Are you becoming more disciplined in your 
duties?
•Are you working on your time management 
skills?
•Are you pouring into others to make them 
greater than you?


